Abstract:
Program comprehension is a key activity during software evolution and maintenance. It is an extremely challenging activity and frequently performed by developers—more often than code writing. The more complex the software is, the harder it is to comprehend it and the higher the chances are to induce errors while changing it. Hence, structural properties such as size and complexity are often used to identify complex and fault prone programs. Existing studies of developers’ behavior while understanding a program show that the textual information contained in identifiers and comments—i.e., the source code lexicon—is one of the factors affecting the psychological complexity of software. Psychological complexity, like structural complexity, makes a program difficult to understand and to maintain by developers. In this talk, we discuss how to assess the psychological complexity of a program using lexicon-based metrics. We also discuss how the quality of the source code lexicon relates to the quality of the software and program comprehension. Finally, we present techniques and tools that leverage the source code lexicon to support developers in better performing important software engineering tasks, such as, re-documentation and code reviews.
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